
 

 

GRAFF RACING JOINS THE GRID OF 
THE 2023 24 HOURS OF LE MANS 
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Graff Racing is delighted to confirm its entry to the 100th year edition of the 24 Hours of Le 

Mans, on June 10-11 2023. 

Graff has the 24 Hours of Le Mans deep in its history: since its first participation in 1980 with 

Jean-Philippe Grand, the team has taken part in 17 editions of the race. Its presence on the LMP2 

grid has been uninterrupted since 2017 with no less than 10 Oreca 07 to defend its own colours, 

as well as customer programmes of SRT41 or G-Drive. 

Thanks to its Asian Le Mans Series title conquered last winter, the French team received an 

invitation from the ACO for a 18th participation to the legendary race. The Team will be eager to 

achieve a similar result to 2018 where Graff finished 2nd in LMP2. 

For this 100th year edition, Graff is delighted to count on François Hériau who was already part 

of the Asian Le Mans Series champions team. The driver from Brittany will make its second 

apparition to the 24 Hours of Le Mans and will help Graff to set-up the best line-up to fight for 

the LMP2 pro-am win. 

Pascal Rauturier, Team Manager: « We are very happy to participate once again to the 24 Hours of 

Le Mans. The whole team has worked very hard to enter this exceptional event. We are eager to build 

an efficient line-up to chase this LMP2 pro-am victory. » 

François Hériau, pilote : « I am delighted to participate in the 100th year edition of the 24 Hours of Le 

Mans with Graff. This edition sounds incredible and it is a dream to be a part of it. It is even more 



 

 

precious since we won the invitation in Asian Le Mans Series together with Graff. With the team, we 

have the same goal: to be at the top of the LMP2 pro-am standings. I cannot wait for June to come! » 

2023 24 Hours of le Mans programme: 

2-3 June : Scrutineering 

4 June : Test day 

7 June : Free practice and qualification 

8 June : Free practice and hyperpole 

9 June : Drivers parade 

10-11 June : 24 Hours of le Mans 

 

 

 


